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Thinking Animation: Bridging the Gap Between 2D and CGCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Learn how to think before you animate. Thinking Animation is a one-of-a-kind book that emphasizes how artists can use traditional animation techniques and principles with the computer generated animation technology of today. Written by seasoned animators with experience in both 2D and CG, Thinking Animation is an exquisite guide aimed at...
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Beginning Linux Programming (Linux Programming Series)Wrox Press, 1999
Provided you have some previous basic exposure to C and Unix, Beginning Linux Programming delivers an excellent overview of the world of Linux development with an appealing range of essential tools and APIs.
 The standout feature of Beginning Linux Programming is its wide-ranging coverage of important topics in basic Unix...
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Web, Graphics & Perl TK: Best of the Perl JournalO'Reilly, 2003

	
	
		This is the second of three “Best of the Perl Journal” O’Reilly
	
		books, containing the crème de la crème of the 247 articles
	
		published during the Perl Journal’s 5-year existence as a
	
		standalone magazine. This particular book contains 39 articles
	
		covering the web, graphics,...
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Sams Teach Yourself Web Publishing with HTML and CSS in One Hour a Day: Includes New HTML5 Coverage (6th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2010

	Sams Teach Yourself Web Publishing with HTML and CSS in One Hour a Day, Sixth Edition is the latest edition of the original worldwide bestseller. The entire book has been thoroughly revised and refined to include new detailed coverage of HTML5, the next major revision of the core language of the World Wide Web, HTML. Work on the HTML5...
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Java Servlet ProgrammingO'Reilly, 1998
A few years ago, the hype surrounding applets put Java on the map as a programming language for the Web. Today, Java servlets stand poised to take Java to the next level as a Web development language. The main reason is that servlets offer a fast, powerful, portable replacement for CGI scripts. 
 
The Java Servlet API, introduced as the...
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JSP: Practical Guide for ProgrammersMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
It has been more than 10 years since the introduction of the Mosaic Web browser from NCSA when the Web first achieved widespread notice. Early Web pages were generally simple, as people slowly learned the new Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) concepts. As the Internet-browser wars heated up, more people entered the fray, and different technologies,...
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Programming PythonO'Reilly, 2010

	
		If you've mastered Python's fundamentals, you're ready to start using it to get real work done. Programming Python will show you how, with in-depth tutorials on the language's primary application domains: system administration, GUIs, and the Web. You'll also explore how Python is used in databases,...
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Evolution: The Human StoryDK Adult, 2011

	How did we develop from simple animals inhabiting small pockets of forest in Africa to the dominant species on Earth? Traveling back almost eight million years to our earliest primate relatives, Evolution: The Human Story charts the development of our species from tree-dwelling primates to modern humans.


	Investigating each...
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AppleScript: The Definitive Guide, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2006
Mac users everywhere--even those who know nothing about programming--are discovering the value of the latest version of AppleScript, Apple's vastly improved scripting language for Mac OS X Tiger. And with this new edition of the top-selling AppleScript: The Definitive Guide, anyone, regardless of...
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Core JSPPrentice Hall, 2000
In recent years, a large amount of software development activity has migrated from the client to the server. The client-centric model, in which a client executes complex programs to visualize and manipulate data, is no longer considered appropriate for the majority of enterprise applications. The principal reason is deployment—it is a...
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Lightwave 3D Character AnimationWordware Publishing, 2004
This book is for anyone who has ever had a character in their heart that they’ve wanted to bring to life with as much fluidity, power, and grace as can be seen in the best animated feature films. This is a book for anyone who has wanted to become an animator but hasn’t gone to Sheridan College in Toronto or CalArts in Valencia. This is...
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Game Engine Toolset DevelopmentCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Toolset development is an extremely broad topic. Game Engine Toolset Development provides you with a core set of skills and a comprehensive insight that will aid you in the development of game engine utilities, significantly reducing the time period associated with the construction phase of a project. The book starts off with topics regarding...
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